MMTS COMPACT

MOBILE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING SIMULATOR

OVERVIEW
The MMTS Compact LE is a multi-functional firearms
simulator designed to address both basic and
advanced marksmanship requirements along with
critical judgmental use-of-force training. A compact
version of the full-sized MMTS, the MMTS Compact
LE is a cost-effective alternative that maintains the
core functionality necessary for law enforcement
applications. It accomplishes this by featuring a single
integrated console, which is all that is needed to run
everything in Laser Shot’s LE courseware library.
The MMTS Compact LE provides immediate feedback
opportunities for both the trainee and instructor to
master basic weapon fundamentals, practice and
qualification prior to going to the range for live-fire
exercises. With the addition of Judgmental Training
Software, law enforcement instructors are provided
with the best virtual toolkit available to prepare
trainees for the challenges they will face in the field.

FEATURES
* “Turn-key” system design
ensures quick set-up

* Compatible with Small Arms and Crew
Served Simulated Weapon Systems

* Individual and Collective Skills Training
* Compatible with VBS3 Tactical Weapon

Simulator for Tactical Engagement Training

* Accurate Ballistics Simulation
for Realistic Training

* Utilizes Space Efficiently, Requiring
Only Six Feet (6) for Projection

OPTIONS
* Scalable - Add Additional Lanes
Through Networking Multiple
MMTS Units Together

* Convertible to Live-Fire Mode
for Use in Ranges

* Laser Shot Virtual Shoot House
(CQB) Software

* Sensored Feedback for
Simulated Weapons

* Shoot Back System
* Less-Lethal Training Devices

* MIL STD 810G durable rolling case

* Use of Force Training with JTS

* Single-console performance

* Video/Audio AAR Hardware

* Integrated instructor control station (ICS)

* Additional Service/Maintenance

(highest shockmount rating)

* Vivid 1080p projection

(Judgmental Training Software)

Agreements

COURSEWARE OPTIONS
SKILL DRILLS
The Skill Drills Suite includes various training drills
that focus on the improvement of timing, accuracy, and
decision-making skills while employing lethal weapons.

* Each drill allows an instructor to tailor every training
session to individual skill levels from beginner to
expert using adjustable settings such as number of
targets, target face time, and target speed.

* Developed with direct input from active Military and
Law Enforcement instructors.

JTS: JUDGMENTAL
TRAINING SOFTWARE
The largest and most in-depth library of judgmental
scenarios available on the market, including:

* Active shooters, domestic disturbances, traffic

stops, acts of terrorism, warrant searches, school
shootings and more.

* Optional creator software a package or custom
scenario filming/editing service for scenarios
tailored to specific situations or training
requirements.

PERSONAL SKILLS
TRAINING COURSEWARE
Laser Shot offers several coursewares that help to
improve one’s personal firearm skills including:

* Practical Shooting: Simulates real IPSC/IPDA

competition courses complete with responsive shoot
and no-shoot cardboard and steel targets.

* Steel Challenge: A marksmanship courseware package
that features a variety of targets, environments, and
other options, and compiles a total score over several
stages to simulate a real competition score card.
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